TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE
COURT HOUSE, TILLAMOOK OREGON 97141
NORTH 1/16 CORNER COMMON SECTIONS
10 and 11 T. IN., R. 10W., R.M.
I FOUND A 1 1/2' IRON PIPE WITH A 3' O.S.B.F. BRASS CAP FLUSH WITH THE GROUND IN A MOUND OF STONES, 
(TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS MAP B-419). I SET AN IRREGULAR MASS OF CONCRETE AND STONES AROUND THE 
FOUND MONUMENT.

HISTORY OF FOUND MONUMENT
I FOUND THIS MONUMENT TO BE AS DESCRIBED IN TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS REVIEWS BOOK 6 AT PAGE 389 AND THE REFERENCES FOUND OR SET AT THAT TIME TO NOW BE AS FOLLOWS:

(Book S3 AT PAGE 130, MAP F-40-287) 96' SPRUCE S.66'E., 29'LKS, REPORTED IN BOOK 2 AT PAGE 427 AS A 97' SNAG WITH TWO GROWN OVER NOTCHES AND REPORTED IN BOOK 6 AT PAGE 389 AS A 96' SPRUCE, BADLY ROTTED STUMP, NO SCRIBING; (FOUND, S.66'E., 24', NOW 84' STUMP, 6' HIGH, NO SCRIBING VISIBLE).

(Book 2 AT PAGE 427, MAP B-419) 22' HEMLOCK S.70 1/2'E., 30.3', REPORTED IN REVIEWS BOOK 6 AT PAGE 389 AS A 35' NO FACE EVIDENT 'X' BREAST HIGH; (FOUND, NOW 40' HEMLOCK AT POSITION ON THE SE EDGE OF A GRAVEL LOGGING ROAD [MINICH CREEK ROAD], FACE HEALED, NO SCRIBING VISIBLE, Y.M.L.P. ATTACHED).

(Book 6 AT PAGE 389) 12' HEMLOCK N.87'E., 25.3'; (FOUND, NOW 17' HEMLOCK, FACE HEALED, Y.M.L.P. ATTACHED).

(Book 6 AT PAGE 389) 12' HEMLOCK N.22'E., 34.5'; (FOUND, NOW 17' HEMLOCK, SCRIBING VISIBLE ON PARTIALLY HEALED FACE, Y.M.L.P. ATTACHED).

(Book 6 AT PAGE 389) 4'X 4'X 60' WHITE PAINTED CEDAR POST N.27'E., 2.3'; (FOUND, LAYING ALONGSIDE MONUMENT Y.M.L.P. ATTACHED).

FOUND, ORANGE CARBONITE POST SW 1.6', ORIGIN UNKNOWN.

NEW ACCESSORY
#72' LIGHT HAT SECTION POST SOUTH 1.1', TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS YELLOW METAL LOCATION POSTER ATTACHED.

SURVEYS AND REVIEWS OF RECORD
SURVEY BOOK 'S3' AT PAGE 130 07-30-1897 A. M. AUSTIN C.S.
FIELD NOTEBOOK AMA 14 PAGE 58 07-30-1897 A. M. AUSTIN C.S.
B-419 DECEMBER 1959 R. A. MORRIS RS 401
B-437 04-23-59 R. A. MORRIS RS 401
REVIEWS BK 6 PG 389 12-30-88 A. J. KLISTERMAN RS 998
REVIEWS BK 2 PG 427 12-31-59 R. A. MORRIS RS 401

MONUMENT LOCATION & COMMENTS
THIS MONUMENT IS LOCATED ON THE SE SIDE OF MINICH CREEK LOGGING ROAD, BETWEEN THE ROAD AND THE CREEK.
THIS REVIEWS WAS PERFORMED TO PRESERVE THIS MONUMENT, NO MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN TO CONFIRM THE POSITION OF THIS MONUMENT AS TO ITS' CORRECT SUBDIVISIONAL LOCATION.

IN THE PRESENCE OF DAN MCNUTT AND AL DVORAK
APRIL 14, 1998
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